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ABSTRACT

This article investigates the utility of Eckert & McConnell-Ginet'sconcept
of "communityof practice"for an analysis of the language used by women
in a sexual assault tribunal. It is shown how the questions asked by two
tribunal members (a male and a female faculty member), in a university
sexual "harassment"tribunal,function to (re)frame and (re)construct the
events in question as consensual sex. Although the female complainants(i.e.
victims) in the tribunalcharacterizetheir experiences as sexual assault, two
of the tribunalmembers - one of whom is a female faculty member - ask
questions that presuppose the inadequacy and deficiency of the complainants' signals of resistance, suggesting that their so-called lack of resistance
was tantamountto consent. Clearly, any homogeneous notion of "woman's
speech style" or "woman's point of view" would fail to account for the
differences between the discursive patternsof this woman tribunalmember
and the women complainants in this context. However, if (as argued by
Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992a,b) our linguistic practices arise out of the
kinds of community of practice with which we are involved, then an understandingof such local practices and activities should provide greaterinsight
into the differentiallinguistic behaviorof the women involved in this sexual
"harassment"tribunal. (Feminism, gender, institutional discourse, power,
sexual assault, social practice, discourse analysis)
Much recent work in feminist theory generally,and in language and gender studies more specifically, has attemptedto challenge universalizing and essentialist
descriptions of women and men - descriptionsthat are more accuratelycharacterized as contextually, historically, or culturally specific. For example, the assumptionsinformingearlyresearchin feministlinguistics (in the 1970s and 1980s)
took "difference"between men's and women's linguistic behavior as axiomatic,
and as the startingpoint for empirical investigations.' By contrast,the idea that
women and men do not constitute internally homogeneous groups is one that
pervadesmuchcontemporaryfeminist scholarship.Indeed,Eckert& McConnellGinet's notion (1992a, 1992b) of "communityof practice"representsone attempt
i) 1999 CambridgeUniversity Press 0047-4045/99 $9.50
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to theorize the relationshipbetween gender and language in terms of local communities and social practices. Eckert & McConnell-Ginet(1992a:472) advocate
a considerationof gender within the communities where speakersparticipate:
Ratherthan try to abstractgender from social practice, we need to focus on
gender in its full complexity: how gender is constructedin social practice and
how this constructionintertwineswith thatof othercomponentsof identity and
difference andof language.This requiresstudyinghow people negotiatemeaning in and among the specific communities of practice to which they belong.
The connection between linguistic behavior and social practices is perhaps the
most significant aspect of Eckert & McConnell-Ginet'swork, and it leaves open
the possibility of intra-groupvariationand dynamismin our understandingof the
relationshipbetween languageand gender.Ratherthanadoptinga notion of community based on location or population, a community of practice "focuses on a
community defined by social engagement ... A community of practice is an aggregate of people who come together aroundmutualengagement in some common endeavor"(Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992b:95). For these authors,like
Ochs 1992, language INDIRECTLYindexes gender:The relationshipis mediated
by the social activities and practices- i.e. the communitiesof practice- in which
individuals participate.According to Cameron 1996, 1997, the framework of
Eckert & McConnell-Ginet reverses the traditionallyposited relationship between social practices and social identity.The quantitativesociolinguistics paradigm has generally focused on establishing correlations between linguistic
variables and social factors such as age, race, ethnicity and sex, assuming that
these aspects of social identity exist prior to and determine linguistic behavior
(and other social behavior). But as Cameronpoints out (1996:45):
Perhapsit is the practicespeople engage in thatproducetheiridentities,and not
the other way around.People's patternsof linguistic behavior arise, in Eckert
and McConnell-Ginet'sview, from their habitualengagementin certain practices and their membershipof the relevant communities. If women and men
differ on that level, their language use will tend to differ; this is not a direct
relationship,but one mediatedby the crucial variableof practice.
Put another way, perhaps it is not gender per se that interacts with linguistic
practices, but ratherthe complex set of "gendered"social practices, i.e. communities of practice, in which individuals participate.In Eckert & McConnellGinet's words (1992b:95), "Gender is produced (and often reproduced) in
differentialmembershipin communitiesof practice."Individualsproducethemselves as "gendered"by habitually engaging in the social practices of a community - i.e. in different communities of practice - that are practically and/or
symbolically associated with a community's notions of masculinities or femininities. Just as women's or men's involvements in "gendered"communities of
240
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practice vary, so women's and men's relation to normative constructions of
masculinities and femininities vary.
In a discussion of an experimental setting (Freed & Greenwood 1996) that
produced similar linguistic behavior, i.e. a cooperative speech style, in both female andmale subjects- same-sexfriendsin casualconversation- Freed(1996:67)
provides a more concrete description of the way in which gender is produced
throughinvolvement in certain social practices or activities:
First, participatingin the same practice produced in the women and men the
same kind of talk; second, outside of this experimental setting, it is possible
that women and men would be less likely to find themselves in such similar
settings, given the sex- and gender-differentiatedsociety in which we live ...
Thus language and gender studies conductedin naturalsettings may often find
differences, not similarities, in women's and men's speech simply because
women and men are frequentlyengaged in different activities (see M. Goodwin 1990) and not because of any differences in women and men themselves.
Since it is increasingly clear that speech patternsare productsof the activities
thatpeople areengaged in andnot inherentto the participants,we can conclude
thatcommunicativestyles are customs relatedto actions, activities and behaviors differentiallyencouragedfor women and men.
Eckert and McConnell-Ginet,like Freed, posit an indirect relationshipbetween
gender andlanguage, a relationship"mediatedby the crucialvariableof practice"
(Cameron1996:45). By locating gender constructionin the myriadcommunities
of practice in which individuals participateover a lifetime, the "communityof
practice"frameworkallows for more local accounts of the relationshipbetween
language and gender, and a shift away from overarching generalizations about
women, men, and "gendered"speech styles.
In this article, I investigate the utility of Eckert and McConnell-Ginet'scommunity of practice model for an analysis of the language used by women in a
sexual assault tribunal.As I have arguedelsewhere (Ehrlich & King 1996, Ehrlich 1998), the questions asked by institutional representativesin institutional
discourse can performideological work (Fisher 1991). More specifically, I have
shown how the questions asked by two tribunalmembers (a man and a woman
faculty member), in a university sexual "harassment"tribunal,function to (re)frame and (re)construct the events in question as consensual sex. That is, although the woman complainants (i.e. victims) in the tribunalcharacterizetheir
experiences as sexual assault, two of the tribunalmembers - one of whom is a
woman faculty member - ask questions that presupposethe inadequacy and deficiency of the complainants'signals of resistance,suggesting thattheir so-called
lack of resistance was tantamountto consent. Clearly, any homogeneous notion
of "woman'sspeech style" or "woman'spoint of view" would fail to account for
the differences between the discursive patternsof this woman tribunalmember
Language in Society 28:2 (1999)
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and the women complainants in this context. But if, as argued by Eckert &
McConnell-Ginet(1992a,b), our linguistic practicesarise from the kinds of community of practice with which we are involved, then an understandingof such
local practices and activities should provide greaterinsight into the differential
linguistic behavior of the women involved in this sexual "harassment"tribunal.
Therefore,in the remainderof this article, I consider the differentkinds of communityof practicein which these women participate(i.e. the tribunalmembervs.
the complainants),as a way of understandingthe differentdiscursive frames that
emerge in the talk of this sexual assault tribunal.
UNIVERSITY

DISCIPLINARY

TRIBUNAL

The data presentedhere were transcribedfrom audiotapedrecordingsof a disciplinary tribunalat York University (Canada), dealing with sexual harassment.
YorkUniversity disciplinarytribunalsare universitytrials which operateoutside
the provincialor federallegal system. Membersof the universitycommunitycan
be tried for variouskinds of misconduct,including unauthorizedentry or access,
theft or destructionof property,assault or threatof assault and harassment,and
discriminationthat contravenesthe provincial HumanRights Code or the Canadian Charterof Rights and Freedoms.Each case is heardby threetribunalmembers, who are drawnfrom a largerpool consisting of universityfaculty members
and students.2Penalties rangefrom public admonitionto expulsion from the university. Normally these tribunalsare open to the public. In the case described
here, two charges of sexual harassmenthad been broughtagainst a man student
(the defendant)by two women students(the complainants),all undergraduatesat
YorkUniversity.The tribunalmembershearingthe case consisted of a man who
was a faculty memberin the Law Faculty (the tribunal'schair),a woman who was
a faculty member in the Faculty of Arts, and a woman graduatestudent in the
Faculty of Arts. The case againstthe defendantwas presentedby the university's
legal counsel. Accordingto the regulationsof YorkUniversity,sexual harassment
is defined as "the unwanted attention of a sexually oriented nature made by a
person who knows or ought reasonablyto know thatsuch attentionis unwanted."
The defendantwas chargedby the same plaintiffs underthe CanadianCriminal
Code on two counts of sexual assault.3While the defendant'sbehaviorfell under
the category of sexual assault underthe Canadiancriminalcode, YorkUniversity's rules and regulations do not include sexual assault as a possible offense.
Thus, within the context of York University, the defendant was charged with
sexual harassment.
In colloquial terms, the defendanthad been accused of two instances of "acquaintancerape"or "daterape."These instances occurredin the women's dormitory rooms two nights apart. Each woman had invited the defendant to her
room, and in both cases he allegedly persistedin unwantedsexual behavior.Both
242
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women reported that they were quite clear and insistent that he stop, but their
demands were ignored. In one case, anotherman and woman were in the room
while the unwanted sexual behavior took place; the woman served as a witness
for the prosecution'scase. The two complainantswere casual acquaintancesprior
to the alleged instances of sexual harassment.They met coincidentally a short
time after the incidents and discovered each other's experience with the defendant;each then lodged a complaint of sexual harassment.
Although it is not technically a criminal court of law, the York University
disciplinary tribunal functions like one in that each side, the prosecution and
the defense, presents its version of the events at issue to the members of the
disciplinarytribunal.As others have noted (e.g. Atkinson & Drew 1979, Walker
1987, Conley & O'Barr 1990), courtroomtalk assigns differentialparticipation
rights to individuals depending on their institutional role: Questioners in legal
contexts have the power to allocate turns, to frame the topic of questions, and
even to restrict the nature of responses through the syntactic manipulation of
questions. In the case describedhere, the complainants,the defendant, and their
witnesses testified under questioning by their own representatives (the defendant was representedby his mother, a family friend, and himself) and by the
tribunalmembers.All participantswere also cross-examined by representatives
from the other side. Thus, in contrast to jury trials, the "talk"of this disciplinary tribunalwas not designed for an overhearing,non-speaking audience - the
jury (Atkinson & Drew 1979) - but rather for members of the disciplinary
tribunalwho themselves had the right to question the defendant, complainants,
and witnesses.
ANALYSIS

I have chosen here to focus on two themes evident in the questions asked by the
male and female faculty tribunalmembers: (a) the so-called "inaction"of the
complainants,and (b) the minimizing of the complainants'fear of the defendant.
It is throughan examinationof these two kinds of questions that we begin to see
how the events in question are (re)constructedby two tribunalmembers- the two
faculty members- as consensual sex. (For furtherdiscussion of these issues and
other aspects of the tribunal,see Ehrlich & King 1996, Ehrlich 1998.)
The behaviorof the complainantsandtheirwitness was a particularconcern of
one of the tribunalmembers, the female faculty member,who asked numerous
questions about the women's options. Below are two examples from her questioning of Marg, one of the complainants.4
(1) GK: What I'm trying to say and II realize what I'm saying is not going ... You never make
an attemptto put him on the floor or when he leaves the room, to close the door behind
him or you know you have several occasions to lock the door.You only have to cross
the room. Or move him to the floor, but these things are offensive to you?

Language in Society 28:2 (1999)
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MB: I was afraid. No one can understandthat except for the people that were there. I was
extremely afraidof being hurt. Uhm: as for signals, they were being ignored. I tried I
mean maybe they weren't being ignored I don't know why he didn't listen to them. I
shouldn't say they were being ignored but he wasn't listening. And I kept telling him,
I kept telling him, I was afraidto ask him to sleep on the floor. It crossed my mind but
I didn't want to get hurt.I didn't want to get into a big fight. I just wantedto go to sleep
and forget about the whole entire night.
(2) GK: I realize you were undercertain stress but in your story I heardthe men left the room
twice on two differentoccasions And you andMelinda((the otherwomanin the room))
were alone in the room. What might have been your OPTION?I see an OPTION. It may
not have occurredto you but I simply want to explore thatOPTION with you [emphasis
added].Uh, did it occur to you thatyou could lock the room so thatthey may not return
to your room?
MB: It did, but it didn't. Now it does. I mean looking back. Everyone was telling me nothing's going on. Don't worryaboutit. Forgetaboutit. When your friendsare telling you
nothing's going on, you start to question ... maybe nothing is going on. I just ... I
couldn't think.
GK: It didn't occur to you that Melinda or you, I mean I understandyou were understress
... was Melinda also intimidatedby Mr.A?

In these two examples, the tribunalmemberGK suggests thatMarghas not acted
appropriately,or perhapsthatshe has not "acted"at all. Ex. 1 shows GK listing a
series of actions that were not pursuedby Marg ("Younever make an attemptto
put him on the floor ... to close the door behind him or ... to lock the door")and
then asking whetherthese actions were offensive to Marg.Indeed,althoughGK's
comments sometimes take the form of interrogatives,they often have the illocutionary force of assertions, e.g., "You should have put him on the floor; you
should have closed the door;you should have locked the door."Furthermore,it is
clear that GK views Marg'sperformingof these actions as unproblematicin the
context. (Note the use of only in "Youonly have to cross the room.")In ex. 2, GK
asserts thatMarghad anotheroption, locking the door when Matt,the defendant,
was in the washroom.By continuing to focus on actions or options not acted on
by Marg, this tribunalmemberraises the possibility that Marg has not chosen since options imply choices - the best means of resisting the sexual aggressionof
Matt.
While questioning Melinda, the witness for Marg,the tribunalmemberagain
discusses the options the witness had. This is illustratedbelow.
(3) GK:
MK:

(4) GK:
MK:
GK:

244

In spite of Margtelling you thathe was trying things that she didn't want, were you ...
I don't know how to phrase... did you feel you had some OPTIONS to do something for
Marg? [emphasis added]
Well, I wanted to do something for her but I didn't know what to do. I was afraidthat
if I said anythingto Mattor triedto do anythingthathe would hurtme or hurtMargfor
trying to stop it. And everything was happening so fast. I didn't even think about
knocking on the neighbor's door or anything.
I mean ... that evening did you ever feel you knew Bob enough to get him involved
because I think you were intimidated?
Yeah. I was close enough with Bob to - to tell him "Get up and do something. I hear some noises." Or you didn't feel that
there was anythingreally going on. I don't want to put words in your mouth. Tell me
how you felt.
Language in Society 28:2 (1999)
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MK: TowardsBob?
GK: What OPTIONS you might have had to tell Bob something? [emphasis added]
MK: When I asked Bob to talk to Marg ... was the only thing I could think of ... to get
someone to tell Matt to stop it. I thoughtBob and Matt are friends. He'll listen to Bob
but they didn't get the opportunity.I kind of thinkthatBob is very much influenced by
Matt ... I thinkhe's scaredof Matt.I thinkMattis a very intimidatingperson. He scares
a lot of people ... the way he talks.

In ex. 3, the tribunalmemberhas difficulty phrasingher question - as indicated
by a couple of false starts,andher admissionthat she doesn't know how to phrase
the question. This difficulty is perhapsrelatedto her desire to assert (ratherthan
question) what Melinda should have done to help Marg. In ex. 4, the tribunal
memberasserts, in both form and function, what Margcould have or should have
said to Bob in order to provoke him into action. This repeatedemphasis on the
so-called options that the women did not pursue, in exx. 1-4, functions to characterize their behavior as lacking in appropriateresistance. Locking the door,
putting Matt on the floor, and getting Bob to do something are all presented as
unproblematicand reasonable"options"for the complainantand her witness. By
focusing on actions that the women did not pursue in spite of "reasonableoptions," the events begin to get constructed as the result of choices the women
made. Options, after all - and this is the word used consistently by this tribunal
member- imply choices. The women arerepresentedas having had options; they
simply did not choose the best ones. Put anotherway, the women are represented
as having exercised some agency, or even having chosen to engage in the sexual
activities. In a subtle and insidious way, then, this tribunalmember suggests that
the women chose not to resist the sexual aggression of the defendant, and thus
engaged in consensual sex - or, in the case of the witness, in witnessing consensual sex.
Until the 1950s and 1960s, in Canadaand the US, the requirementof utmost
resistance was a necessary criterionfor the crime of rape (Estrich 1987); that is,
if a woman did not resist a man's sexual advancesto the utmost, then rapedid not
occur.' Although the criterion of utmost resistance is not currently encoded in
criminal definitions of rape in Canadaand the US, Crenshaw (1992:409) notes
that a similar concept is often operative in the adjudicationof rape and sexual
harassmentcases. When the female tribunalmember asks questions and makes
assertions thatpresupposethe inadequacyof the complainant'sand her witness's
behavior, in exx. 1-4, I suggest that she is invoking the criterion of "utmost
resistance."Thatis, in representingthe women as not having pursuedappropriate
"options,"GK is questioning whether they have resisted to the utmost. Without
"utmostresistance," the events in question begin to get (re)constructedby the
female tribunalmember as consensual sex.
The most frequentresponseto questions concerningthe complainants'and the
witness's so-called "passive"behavior, in spite of "options,"was that they had
been motivatedby fear, as in exx. 1, 3, and 4. Indeed, when asked throughoutthe
tribunalwhy they didn't pursuecertain avenues of resistance,both the complainLanguage in Society 28:2 (1999)
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ants and their witness typically pointed to their intense and extreme feelings of
fear. After the complainants'and witnesses' expressions of fear (and these occurrednumeroustimes duringthe testimony andquestioning), the tribunalmembers generally followed with questions attemptingto deconstruct the cause or
source of the fear.This can be seen in ex. 5, in which the chairof the tribunal,the
male faculty member,is questioning Connie, the other complainant.
(5) BW: In your statement,I think, twice, you mention "he was sounding very angry"and "I
was scared"and I was wondering if you could elaborateon what you mean by that?
Whatwas he saying thatyou foundscary?If you rememberanythingspecific or whether
it was an impression.
CD: It was just rough. It was mostly ... he just ... it was demanding.I didn't feel like I had
any more choice. And whateverhe said was no longer a request. It was a demand.
BW: So, in your statementwhen you say he said "I paid for dinnerand you invited me up so
what did you expect" ... thatwas somethingyou perceived as demandingand rough.It
wasn't like a joking comment in your mind.
BW: No, it wasn't a joke at all.
CD: Did he raise his voice? Or was it just very emphatic?
BW: No, he didn't raise his voice but it was very blunt, very ...
CD: Okay.

Here we see the tribunalmembertrying to get at the precise causes of Connie's
fear:Whatwas it aboutMattthatwas frightening?Was it somethinghe said?Was
it his tone of voice? We also see here a suggestion that some of the defendant's
frightening comments might have been jokes. This same tribunalmember asks
similar questions of Melinda, the witness for Marg. (This example follows directly after ex. 4.)
(6) BW: Could you explain that?Because we've heardthattwice andin your storythe only time
you mentionaboutbeing scaredof Mattwas with the eavesdroppingincident ... thathe
was very scary. He was insisting that you tell him. Werethere other things that he did
or is it a general demeanor?What do you mean by he's very scary?
MK:

He's ... the way he ... it seems to me if his way ... it's either his way or no way. The way

he was talking to Bob like even his friend Bob when I asked Bob to come to the
bathroom,Matt said "No, don't go." And Bob hesitatednot to go which sort of led me
to believe that Bob was scared of Matt and maybe Bob knows a history of [Matt
BW: [Well, let's just stick to what you know. The two times in that evening that you found
Mattscary would be the eavesdroppingincident and with Bob ... how insistent he was
aboutBob. You saw a side of him thatscaredyou. Anythingelse thanthose two things?
MK: No.

Here we see the questioneragain trying to isolate the precise aspects of the defendant, or the defendant'sbehavior,that were frighteningto the witness. These
attemptsto pinpoint so precisely and specifically the causes of the women's fear
have the effect of reducing or minimizing it. Indeed, in the second line of ex. 6,
BW comments that the ONLY time the witness has expressed her fear of the defendantis in relation to the eavesdroppingincident. It seems that it was not sufficient for the women simply to reportthat the defendant"was a very scary guy"
or "soundingvery angry."Throughthis tribunalmember's questioning, and his
attemptsto impute the women's fear to very specific aspects of the defendantor
his behavior,its potentialimpacton the women's behavioris called into question.
246
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In the last part of ex. 6, we see the tribunal member cutting Melinda off and
rephrasingher comments about her fear of Matt. What begins as a description
of how intimidating the witness found the defendant ("I think Matt is a very
intimidating person") is transformedinto the witness feeling frightened only
twice over the course of events ("The two times in the evening that you found
Matt scary ..."). We see here how the attemptto deconstructthe witness's fear
has the effect of diminishing it. Minimizing the complainants' and the witness's fear serves to remove the motivation for the women's behavior - specifically, why they didn't pursue "options" deemed appropriateby the female
tribunalmember.
This is the two-part discursive strategythat functions to construct and define
the events in question as consensual sex, ratherthan sexual harassmentor acquaintance rape: First, the women's so-called lack of resistance is established
throughquestions that presuppose that other options for "action"are available;
second, the explanation for the women's "passive"behavior (i.e. their extreme
fear of the defendant) is minimized and/or eliminated through questions that
discount the paralyzingand pervasive natureof the women's fear. With the motivation for the complainants'behavior eliminated, their apparentlack of resistance can be construedas meaning that the sexual activity was consensual.
NEGOTIATING

MEANINGS

I have arguedup to now that the questions asked by the male and female faculty
tribunalmembersfunction to characterizeor constructthe events in question in a
particularway. That is, these two tribunalmembersjointly constructan interpretive "frame"which minimizes the complainants'and witness's acts of resistance
and the motivation for these acts, and ultimately functions to (re)construct the
events as consensual sex. This is not to say, however, that the complainantssubscribe to this same interpretationof the events. Thus in ex. 5 we see the complainant,Connie, commentingon her lack of choice duringthe events, and on the
fact that Matt's utterances were demands, not requests. Other comments from
Connie's testimony suggest that the complainantsDID resist the defendant'ssexual aggression, even if they did not pursuethe "options"suggested by the female
tribunalmember.In ex. 7, Connie is answeringa question from the male tribunal
memberaboutthe possibility thatshe andthe defendanthad differentunderstandings of what constitutednon-consent on her part.
(7) BW: We know thatyou don't know but is it possible I guess is the question. Is it possible that
he ... saw the events differently ... than you perceived them?

CD:

I suppose it's possible. But ... I don't see how, I mean ... hhh how many times do you
have to say "No I don't want to do this"?You know, how many times do you have to
push a hand away? How many times does this have to come back and for you to push
it away again? How many times do you have to say "No, please don't" before somebody understands?

Language in Society 28:2 (1999)
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Indeed, throughoutthe hearing, the complainantsand their witness provided an
alternativecharacterizationof the events: as sexual harassmentor acquaintance
rape. For example, Connie's comments in ex. 7 indicate that, from her perspective, the sexual activity was not consensual. The questions that arise, then, are:
Was there a struggle over the meaning or interpretationof these events? And, if
so, whose meanings prevailed?
Researchon bothcourtroomdiscourseanddoctor/patientdiscourse(e.g. Walker
1987, Fisher 1991) has highlighted the power of the questioners in these settings - the lawyers or judges, the doctors - to control interactions.Thus Walker
(1987:79), in her research on courtroom discourse, discusses interviews with
witnesses who "reporta feeling of frustrationat being denied the rightto tell their
stories their own way and complain of the lack of being in control." Fisher
(1991:162) comparesa doctor/patientinteractionto a nurse-practitioner/patient
interaction and shows that the doctor, much more than the nurse-practitioner,
interruptedthe patient and questioned the patient in a way that allowed "a very
limited exchange of informationand leaves the way open for his [the doctor's]
own assumptionsto structuresubsequentexchanges."The nurse-practitioner,by
contrast,used open-ended,probingquestions to maximize the patient'svoice and
to hearhow she constructedher life. In ex. 6 above, we have seen how the tribunal
membercuts off Melinda's speculationsabout the relationshipbetween Bob and
Matt by saying, "Well, let's just stick to what you know."Throughthe tribunal
member's series of questions, Melinda's general comments - about how frightening and intimidatingMatt is - become transformedinto Marg'sfeeling frightened only twice over the course of the events. It seems, then, that through the
tribunalmember'smethodof questioning,his assumptionshave restructuredthe
way that Marg's fear is talked about.
This example is fairly typical of the way that the tribunalmembers'assumptions and concerns prevail in these interactions,because of the questioner'scontrol. Note thatthe tribunalmembersare free to speculateduringthe course of the
proceedingswithoutbeing interruptedor cut off by a questioner,whereasMelinda
is preventedfrom speculatingas to why Bob was frightenedby Matt.Indeed,one
of the tribunalmembersspeculatesfrequentlyon "options"thatthe complainants
had:"Isee an option. It may not have occurredto you but I simply wantto explore
thatoption with you. Uh ... did it occurto you thatyou could lock the room so that
they may not return to your room?" (from ex. 2). As Walker (1987:79) says,
regardinglawyers or judges who are legally sanctioned to question witnesses:
"Choice belongs to the examiner,who because of his socially and legally sanctioned role ... has the rightto present,characterize,limit and otherwise directthe
flow of testimony. It is in the hands of the questionerthat the real power lies."
Similarly,I have attemptedto demonstratethat the assumptionsand presuppositions underlyingthe male and female faculty members'questions had the effect
of (re)structuringand (re)constructingthe complainants'experiences of sexual
assault.
248
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PROCEEDINGS

The tribunalfound the defendant's behavior to have fallen substantiallybelow
university standards.More specifically, their decision stated thatboth complainants were unresponsive to the defendant's sexual advances, that the defendant
demonstratedan indifference to the complainants' wishes, and that the defendant's actions were disrespectful and insensitive. While the tribunal's decision
acknowledgedthat some unwantedsexual aggression occurred,it also continued
to minimize and discredit the complainants'feelings of fear (as the two tribunal
members did duringthe proceedings):
Both complainantstestified thatthey were deeply frightenedby Mr.A.; whereas
their actions seemed to undercutthis claim. For example, both complainants
remainedin the room with Mr.A. after the sexual activity had finished and he
had fallen asleep. It seems somewhatinconsistentto assertfear on the one hand
and on the other hand to be comfortable enough to fall asleep alongside the
feared individual. In my opinion, this inconsistency (and perhaps overstatement of the level of fear experienced)can be explained by the fact that,priorto
the two complainantsmeetingon Jan.30, 1993, both complainantsfelt ashamed
that they had allowed the situation with Mr. A. to progress to a level beyond
their control. Both complainantstestified that they felt confusion and shame
when they individually reflected upon their experiences. It was only during
theircoincidentalmeeting of Jan. 30, 1993 thatthey were able to recognize the
fact thatthey had been violated, and their indignationin making this discovery
might have led to a slight overstatementof their position. (York 1994:18)
By discreditingthe women's feelings of fear,the tribunal'sdecision again focuses
on the women's behavior,and it raises the possibility thatthe women's "inaction"
or "lack of resistance"was curious, perhapsunjustified.While deeming Mr.A's
behaviorto fall "below the standardof conduct we must expect from all members
of the University community"(p. 22), the tribunaldid not accept the university
legal counsel's recommendationregardingsanctions.Expulsion from the university was judged to be unjustified:
Mr. A. was clearly insensitive and disrespectful to the complainants and this
insensitivity led to harm; however I do believe that Mr. A. will be far more
careful, caring and sensitive in the future.Consideringthat we do not find that
he poses a threat,it is our view that if there is any institutionin which Mr. A.
can be sensitized to the need for respecting the sexual autonomy of women, it
would be in a university setting.
Rusticationwould be counter-productiveto the educationalmission which must
be part and parcel of the University's disciplinary process. (York 1994:37).
Thus the decision was to allow the defendantto continuehis studies, but to barhis
access to various parts of the university,including its dormitories.I suggest that
such a penalty is lenient for two convictions of sexual harassmentor acquainLanguage in Society 28:2 (1999)
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tance rape; but at the same time, it is entirely consistent with the interactional
patterns of the adjudicationprocess that served to (re)construct the events as
consensual sex.
DISCUSSION

Following Fisher 1991, I have assumedthatthe questions asked in these kinds of
institutionalsettings do ideological work. I have shown how the questions asked
by two tribunalmembers(a male and a female faculty member)in this university
hearingconstitute a two-partdiscursive strategyby which the events in question
are reconstructedas consensual sex. By focusing on the "options"not chosen by
the complainants,the womanfacultymembersucceeds in characterizingthe women's behavioras lackingin resistance.Furthermore,in boththe interaction(through
the male faculty member's questioning) and the tribunal'swritten decision, the
complainants'and witness's feelings of fear are minimized and invalidated,removing the justification for the women's so-called lack of resistance.The claim
that I have made elsewhere (Ehrlich 1998) is that the ideological frame structuring the tribunalproceedings- achieved, in part,by the female faculty member's
comments and questions - fails to acknowledge the particularitiesof women's
responses to the threatof sexual violence. That is, focusing on the apparentlack
of resistanceexhibitedby the complainantsdoes not take seriously theirfrequent
expressions of fear, paralysis, and humiliation in the face of unwanted sexual
aggression. Likewise, in diminishing the complainants'feelings of fear, the two
tribunalmembersfail to acknowledge that women's submission to men's sexual
aggression often occurs in a context where physical resistance can escalate the
risk of injury and violence.
Since the early 20th century,courts in the US have found it useful to invoke the
notion of "areasonableperson"in consideringwhethercertainkinds of behavior
should be deemed harmful or offensive and thus punishable. The "reasonable
person"is supposedto representcommunitynorms;thus whateverwould offend
or harm"a reasonableperson"is said to be more generally offensive or harmful.
Feminist legal scholars (e.g. Abrams 1989) have recently challenged the generalizability of "a reasonableperson's"experiences, arguingthat men and women
may experience sexual advances or sexual harassmentdifferently.Indeed, some
state courts and lower federal courts in the US have modified the "reasonable
person"standardand introduced"a reasonablewoman"standardfor evaluating
charges of sexual harassment.One such US courtjustifies introducingthe "reasonable women" standardin the following way:
We realize thatthere is a broadrange of viewpoints among women as a group,
but we believe that many women share common concerns which men do not
necessarily share.For example, because women aredisproportionatelyvictims
of rape and sexual assault, women have a strongerincentive to be concerned
with sexual behavior ... We adopt the perspective of a reasonablewoman pri250
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marilybecause we believe thata sex-blind reasonableperson standardtends to
be male-biased and tends to systematically ignore the experiences of women.
(Ellison v. Brady,924 F.2d 872, 878-81 [9th Cir. 1991])
Of relevance to the tribunalproceedingsunderdiscussion here is the fact that the
questions asked by the two tribunalmembersstem from a profoundignoranceof
the complainants' experiences. Questions such as "Why didn't you leave the
room?,""Whydidn'tyou lock the door?,""Whydidn'tyou puthim on the floor?,"
"Why didn't you talk to Bob?" do not take seriously the complainants'and witness's frequentexpressions of fear, paralysis, and humiliation in the context of
sexual violence. That is, most of the tribunal'sproceedings are structuredby the
assumptionsof "a reasonableman";they are "male-biased"and tend "to systematically ignore the experiences of women."
The fact that a disciplinarytribunalat a majoruniversity in Canadais androcentric in its proceduresand decision-making process is not in itself surprising.
For Marxist scholars such as Antonio Gramsci, the cultural hegemony of the
rulingclass is developed throughthe institutionsof a society. Among the rangeof
structuresand activities thatwould undoubtedlyfunction to promulgatean institution'sdominantbelief-system are the discourses of thatinstitution.Indeed, Gal
(1991:197) talks aboutthe non-neutralityof institutionaldiscourse: "Institutions
are far from neutral arenas:They are structuredalong gender lines, to lend authority not only to reigning classes and ethnic groups but specifically to men's
linguistic practices."In the sexual assault case described here, the androcentric
discourse that dominates is one that is co-constructedby a man and woman faculty member.These tribunalmembersconstitute a "communityof practice";i.e.,
they are mutually engaged on a regularbasis in university disciplinary tribunals
in which members of the university community are tried for various kinds of
misconduct. It is perhaps not surprising,then, that BOTH the female and male
tribunal members jointly construct an interpretive"frame"that minimizes the
complainants'resistance, and ultimately functions to (re)constructthe events as
consensual sex. Members of university disciplinarytribunalspresumablyrepresent the university's interests as opposed to any particularindividual's interests.
In addition, these particularmembers of the university disciplinary tribunalare
faculty members (not students), and they thereforerepresenta powerful constituency within the university.That is, in being both a faculty member and a member of a university disciplinarytribunal,the woman tribunalmemberis invested
with the responsibility of upholdingthe standardsand values of the institutionstandardsand values that do not necessarily serve the interests of many women.
As Eckert & McConnell-Ginetargue (1992b:97), constructionsof femininity
arise out of participationin a variety of communities of practice. Thus they are
variable across women, and dynamic within a single individual:
And so althoughthe identity of both the individual and the individual community of practice is experienced as persistent, in fact they both change conLanguage in Society 28:2 (1999)
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stantly.We continue to adopt new ways of being women and men, gays and
lesbians and heterosexuals,even changing our ways of being feminists or being lovers or being mothers or being sisters. In becoming police officers or
psychiatristsor physicists or professorsof linguistics, we may change ourways
of being women and perhapsof being wives or lovers or mothers... And there
are many more unnamedways of thinking,being, relating, and doing that we
adoptand adaptas we participatein differentways in the variouscommunities
of practice to which we belong.
As a representativeof the university,entrustedwith upholding the institution's
dominantculturalvalues, GK's "wayof being women"departsdramaticallyfrom
that of the victims of the sexual assault:undergraduatestudents at the same institution. In the context of the university tribunal,the woman faculty member
exhibits an androcentricperspective on violence against women, to the extent
that she ignores the socially structureddifferences between men and women that
may have influenced the complainants'perceptionsof harmand danger in a situationof male sexual aggression.By consideringthe very differentkinds of communityof practicein which these women participate(i.e. the tribunalmembervs.
complainants)- or, put anotherway, the way in which genderinteractswith other
aspects of social identity - we can perhaps understandthe different discursive
frames that emerged in the talk of this sexual assault tribunal.
Until now I have arguedthat the women involved in this sexual harassment
tribunalhave differentways of discursively constructingthe events in question.
A complicating factor, however, is the way in which gender/sex difference is
strategically invoked within this context.6 In spite of the fact that the female
faculty member implicitly applies the "utmostresistance"standardthroughher
questioning of the female complainants,she is perceived as "biased"in favor of
the complainantsby the accused and his representatives.Indeed, all the women
involved in this tribunalare perceived as biased in favor of the complainantsby
the defendantand his representatives.The following comments from the defendant's representativeare illustrative:
(8) TM: Clearlybias has been directedagainstMattfrom the beginning.I am suggesting thathe
has perceived and the family has perceived, thatthe universityhas been biased against
him. Uh I'd like to just make partof the recordthat duringtestimony priorto today's,
uh Ms. Levine [the studenttribunalmember]uh openly exhibited bias againstMattby
shaking her head, and making verbal sounds, that showed her displeasure at Matt's
alleged behavior. Uh, this bias so unnervedMatt, that he was unable adequately to
continue to representhimself on Marchthe twenty-sixth nineteen ninety three, and I
would suggest that this probably is the strategy of that panel member. In seeking a
source of understandingand counsel for his predicament,Matt went to the sexual
harassment[center]of the universityonly to be told that that was for women only. Of
equal significance is the fact that women are aligned against him at every part of the
administrativeandjudicial stage. The residenttutoris a woman, the directorof student
affairs is a woman, the universitycounsel is a woman, the majorityon the tribunalis a
woman, although I don't have a pro- with women, I don't have a problemwith that,
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but, the final court of appeal, the president is also uh a woman. In short, all the university's actions suggest partiality towards the complainants up to the point of this
panel. I'm not suggesting thatuh you ladies and gentlemanare, but I'm suggesting that
priorto this panel beginning, the university's actions certainly suggest partiality.

Not only does the defendant's representativeinvoke sex/gender in a strategic
way, but in exx. 9-10 we see the female tribunalmember also appealing to her
sex/gender as a way of wardingoff charges thather line of questioning has been
harassingof the complainants.
(9) GK: Connie, before I ask you any questions that, I would really like you to know that I
know how you must feel, and I really need some information,and thatthese questions
are to be taken as completely neutral information-seekingquestions, and if in the
process I upset you I apologize at the outset. But we need the informationsimply to
understandthe situation.
(10) GK: A serious charge has been brought,and in my opinion I need furtherinformation.So
I took the liberty to- of asking many questions to Marg yesterday, and I'm asking
questions to Connie today. I questionedyour witness and I plan to question everyone
who makes a statement.I need the gaps in my knowledge filled. And I've reiterated
when I've asked the questions thatthis is for informationpurposes.And I'd like Marg
to let me know if my questions were harassing yesterday.I'd like Connie to let me
know if did my questions harassyou today, and if you just raise your finger, I'll take
that as a signal if you can't answer the question. But I need the information very
neutrally.I will ask Mr.A the same kinds of questions. I want him to know that if I'm
harassing him at any point with my questions and my need, I happen to be a very
analytical type of person. I need time frames, I need room sizes, I need that to place
my your information.There is no way I am putting any feelings on that information,
I just need that information.I want to be stopped if I'm harassing.
CD: Mm hmm.
GK: Cause I've never dealt with sexual harassment,I'll say it out front.In asking questions
I'm a woman, I'm quite sensitive to what's happeningso let me know if my questions
are harassing.

It is clear, as arguedby Eckert & McConnell-Ginet(1992a:472), that "gender
is constructedin a complex arrayof social practices within communities," and
that this construction"intertwineswith that of other components of identity and
difference";but the remarksin exx. 8-10 demonstratethat, in spite of heterogeneity among the women involved in this tribunal,gender can be simplistically
and unproblematicallyimposed or takenup by individualsfor strategicpurposes.
Thus the defendant'srepresentativepoints to the numberof women involved in
the university disciplinaryprocess as a way of arguingthat the process is biased
in favor of the complainants.This strategyis of particularinterest,given that the
female faculty tribunal member adopts a discursive perspective which, I have
argued,is androcentric- and thus unsympatheticto the complainants'characterization of the events as sexual assault.Indeed,the faculty memberherself invokes
her femaleness as a way of protectingherself against charges that her questions
have offended andharassedthe complainants:"I'm a woman, I'm quite sensitive
to what's happening."Thus, in spite of social identities arisingout of individuals'
participationin a diverse set of communities of practice, salient aspects of social
identity (i.e. gender) can assume a culturalimportancethatbelies the complexity
Language in Society 28:2 (1999)
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of its formation.Bem (1993:193) talks aboutthis phenomenonas "genderpolarization,"i.e. "theorganizingof social life aroundthe male-femaledistinction,the
forging of a culturalconnection between sex and virtually every other aspect of
humanexperience."As we have seen, the "lenses"of gender (Bem 1993) - what
Wodak characterizes(1997:12) as a "a powerful categorization device" - can
have the effect of homogenizing women and men, EMPHASIZING SIMILARITIES
AMONG WOMEN OR AMONG MEN WHERE DIFFERENCES ACTUALLY

EXIST.7

The precise political effects of "genderpolarization,"as manifest in the proceedings describedhere, aredifficult to determine.In imputinga unifiedperspective to all the women involved in the tribunal proceedings, the defendant's
representativeand the female faculty membermay be neutralizingthis tribunal
member's androcentric(re)constructionof the events. As she herself says, "In
asking questions I'm a woman, I'm quite sensitive to what's happening."Whatever the effects, however, it is clear that the invocation of gender essentialism is
a powerful and pervasive social practice, with varying political and strategic
effects. As I have demonstratedhere, the communityof practicenotion allows us
to focus on how gender is constructedin "its full complexity,"moving us away
from overly general claims about "gendered"speech styles. Yet in spite of the
complex natureof social identities, certain aspects of social identity (including
gender) can be taken up and imposed on individuals for strategic and political
purposes.
NOTES
* Much of the data and analysis in this papercome from Ehrlich& King 1996 and Ehrlich 1998.

I thankparticipantsin the "Communitiesof Practice"symposium at the 1997 Language and Social
Psychology Conference, Ottawa, for help and insightful comments on a previous version of this
article. The researchreportedon here was supportedin part by a Regular Research Grantfrom the
Social Sciences and HumanitiesResearchCouncil of Canada,#410-94-1056.
l At least two types of explanationsare offered for the linguistic differences between women and
men documentedin researchof the 1970s and 1980s (cf. Cameron 1990). The first type of explanation, characterizedas the dominance approach,sees male dominance as operative in the everyday
verbal interactionsof women and men, giving rise to linguistic reflexes of subordinationand dominance.The second type of explanation,characterizedas the differenceapproach,suggests thatwomen
andmen learndifferentcommunicativestyles based on the segregatedsame-sex peer groupsthey play
in as children.
2 The pool of tribunalmembersconsists of threefaculty membersand threestudentsnominatedby
the dean of the university'slaw school; threefaculty membersnominatedby the governingcouncil of
the university's residential colleges; three students nominatedby the undergraduatestudent union;
and three faculty membersand three studentsnominatedby the vice-presidentfor campus relations.
3 Criminalcharges against the defendant reached some resolution in spring 1995, when he was
convicted of one of the two charges of sexual assault, and was sentenced to six months in jail. That
conviction was appealed.
4 All names used to designate individuals involved in the tribunalare pseudonyms.Transcription
conventions (adaptedfrom Jefferson 1978) are as follows:
indicates sentence final falling intonation
indicates clause-final intonation(more to come)
indicates rising intonationfollowed by a noticeable pause
indicates pause of 1/2 second or more
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indicates no intervalbetween adjacentutterances(second is latched to the first)
[a lot]
[I see]
-

o:
italics
((sniff))

bracketsindicate overlappingutterances
indicates a halting, abruptcutoff
colon indicates an extension of the sound or syllable it follows
indicates emphatic stress
double parenthesesindicate details of the conversationalscene or vocalizations

5Estrich says that the "utmostresistance"standardwas generally replaced by a "reasonableresistance"standardby the 1950s and 1960s in the United States; but she also cites decisions as late as
1973 which contendthat"rapeis not committedunless the woman opposes the manto the utmostlimit
of her power" (Estrich 1987:129).
6 The distinctionbetween sex and gender was originally an attemptby feminist researchersin the
1970s and 1980s to separatebiological categories (sex) from social ones (gender). In more recent
years, some feminist theorists (e.g. Bem 1993, 1996, Butler 1990) have argued that both sex and
genderare socially constructed.Bem 1996 cites the work of a developmentalgeneticist, Anne FaustoSterling, who argues that sex is a continuumthat ought to be divided not into just two sexes, but into
at least five. The fact that intersexed individuals are regularlyassigned to the categories of male or
female provides some evidence for the claim that sex, like gender,is socially constructed.In Butler's
words (1990:8), "to what extent does the body COME INTO BEING in and through the mark(s) of
gender?"
7McElhinny (1996:476) has labeled this practice "strategicessentialism" and has pointed to the
potential political efficacy of the practice for aspects of feminism:

PatriciaHill Collins has acknowledged that a standpointapproachdoes underestimatedifferences
among Black women, and thus unravelsundercloser scrutiny.But she arguedthat at this political
moment,a strategicessentialism is necessary,in orderto get Black feminist thoughttakenseriously
as an area of intellectual inquiry.
More generally, the mobilizing of political action around seemingly "stable"and "unified" social
identities ("identitypolitics") can, arguably,be viewed as a positive outcome of strategicessentialism.
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